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 The film Subuh (Miracle at Dawn) by Noise Films, which is packaged 
with a minimal dialogue concept, won awards nationally and 
internationally. This cannot be separated from how a director carries out 
his creative process, especially during pre-production. The purpose of this 
research is to find out how the director's creative process was in the pre-
production stage of the film Subuh (Miracle at Dawn). The research 
method is a qualitative descriptive approach with data collection 
techniques through observation, interviews, and documentation. The 
research results show that directors apply nine creative stages in the pre-
production stage, according to Ed Gaskell, namely watching your plot, 
writing the screenplays, genre theme and drama, drawing on ideas, 
location, setting scene, stars and actors, finding the crew, and research 
production. This research provides a deeper understanding of the 
director's role in the creative process in the film industry. 

 

 
 

 

1. Introduction 

Independent (indie) films have developed in line with current technological advances. In this era 
of Globalisation, all information about films, both the educational side and references to films, is very 
easily accessible (Westall, 2021). Indie films are the opposite of Hollywood films. Whereas indie 
films have a unique, different, and less commercial format (Chun & Choi, 2023). In Indonesia, indie 
films operate independently with limited financial resources, crews that may not be paid, and direct 
distribution to film festivals to gain an audience, not profits for further production (Suparno, 2020). 
Nonetheless, some indie films have received national and international awards, one of which is a film 
entitled Subuh (Miracle at Dawn). 

Subuh (Miracle at Dawn) is a fiction drama short film produced by Noise Films. Subuh (Miracle 
at Dawn) tells the story of Samuel Wijayanto, who used to be a Christian and decided to convert to 
Islam. At the same time, his father, a Christian Pastor, could not accept his son's decision. This is the 
trigger for Samuel and his father's relationship to deteriorate. This film was born from the creativity 
of Achmad Rezi Fahlevie, who became the director (Putu Shanti Prema Utami et al., n.d.). The director 
plays an essential role in a film production. The director can create an idea through writing into an 
image or visual (Student et al., 2021). The director must be able to describe the message conveyed 
through the director's vision, mission, and treatment so that the crew can assist the director in defining 
the message through film-forming elements such as sound, visual, and artisti (Oki & Ridwan, 2022). 
Not only creating ideas, the director is also responsible for leading the production of a film from pre-
production, production, and post-production (Herrera Marcano et al., 2009). 

Subuh (Miracle at Dawn) has been screened at various festivals and received national and 
international awards such as Best Film Nomination at Klaten Film Festival 2021, Best Director at 
Bogor Independent Film Festival 2021, Official Selection at Balinale International Film Festival 2022, 
and others. The success of Subuh (Miracle at Dawn) must be connected to the creative process of 
Achmad Rezi Fahlevie as, the director who created this film. Subuh (Miracle at Dawn) has an exciting 
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film packaging concept that is different from other short films, namely by using a film with minimal 
dialogue (Patmawati, 2021). This famous silent comedy film by Charlie Chaplin became the beginning 
of the popularity of silent films. A silent film is a film produced without dialogue and sound recording. 
In silent films, the director must convey the message in the film through gestures, mimics, or 
pantomimics (Asri, 2020). The concept of silent film is also applied to the film Subuh (Miracle at 
Dawn), but at the end of the film, the director also provides a little dialogue, namely when the father 
wakes up his son for morning prayers (Rodriguez, 2014). Achmad Rezi Fahlevie, as the director of 
Subuh (Miracle at Dawn), shows the conflict of the father, a Christian pastor who does not accept his 
son's decision to convert to Islam (Seto, 2019). This is interesting because the director shows the 
conflict between them using a film with minimal dialogue. This is different from most films that show 
the conflict through dialogue (Jati Kusuma, 2019). Another uniqueness is the rarity of films without 
dialogue or minimal dialogue produced today (Skryabin, 2021). 

This research process refers to several previous studies, including Lina Mahmudah's research 
entitled The Creative Process of Directing Ayo Dolan Films During the Covid-19 Pandemic with the 
results of research explaining that there are differences in production in previous films in the form of 
restrictions on the creative process carried out by the director when making Ayo Dolan films due to 
the Covid-19 Pandemic (Supriyadi et al., 2021). Furthermore, research from Nopsi Marga Handayani 
entitled Tonny Trimarsanto's Creative Process as Director of The Road Film at the Pre-Production 
Stage the results of research showing Tonny's creative process during the Pre-Production stage as 
director of the docudrama film The Road (Handayani, 2020). Then another study written by Rizka 
Febry Indriani entitled The Creative Process of the Director in Making Rena Asih Children's Musical 
Film with the results of the research, namely the application of the director's creative concept in 
Musical Films emphasising Javanese philosophy.The three studies have similarities in examining the 
creative process of directing in film (Wijaya & Firmanto, 2021). However, the three studies have 
differences, namely, the three objects of the research film examine the type of film with the concept 
of dialogue film, unlike the object of this research, which is focused on a film with a minimal dialogue 
concept entitled Subuh. Based on the background description above, the problem formulation in this 
research is how the creative process of directing in the film Subuh (Miracle at Dawn) is in the pre-
production stage (Liu et al., 2020). This research aims to discover the director's creative process in 
directing the film Subuh (Miracle at Dawn) in the pre-production stage. 

2. Method 

The research method in examining Achmad Rezi Fahlevie's creative process as a director in 
creating the film Subuh (Miracle at Dawn) uses a qualitative descriptive approach. A qualitative 
research approach is research whose findings are not in the form of counts and numbers but in the 
form of words, pictures, or recordings (Wenerda, 2022). The qualitative research approach examines 
natural objects to interpret phenomena that occur and involves various existing methods (Oki & 
Ridwan, 2022)n. This research also uses a descriptive method approach. The descriptive method 
analyses and presents facts systematically so that they can be more easily understood and concluded. 
The data collected is descriptive, so it does not intend to seek explanations, test hypotheses, make 
predictions, or study implications (Nurullita, 2021). 

This research was conducted in Yogyakarta. The object of this research is Achmad Rezi Fahlevie, 
a director conducting the creative process in Subuh film. The data collection techniques in this 
research used observation, interview, and documentation techniques. In this study, researchers 
interviewed one main informant, Achmad Rezi Fahlevie, as the director and one supporting informant, 
Muhammad Wahyu Saputra, as the producer. Supporting data in this research was obtained through a 
literature study process in the form of books, scientific articles, and recorded data sources in the form 
of the film Subuh (Miracle at Dawn). 

Data validity in this research uses data triangulation techniques, which is the most popular way to 
maintain the validity of research data. Triangulation is a method of checking the validity of data that 
utilises something other than the data to check or compare the data (Hastuti et al., 2022). In testing the 
validity of the data, researchers used source triangulation, which means comparing and rechecking the 
degree of trustworthiness of information obtained through different sources (Sugiyono, 2017). This 
research uses three data analysis stages: data reduction, data presentation, verification and conclusion 
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drawing. In this study, the data reduction stage begins when you have obtained data on the creative 
process that takes place through interviews and then sort out the data that is important to use. The 
information that has been reduced is then arranged so that it gives the possibility of drawing 
conclusions and taking action (Rijali, 2019). 

3. Result and Discussion 

In discussing the creative process of Subuh (Miracle at Dawn), which applies a minimal dialogue 
film, first look at how the process at each stage in filmmaking. The analysis is based on the steps of 
the creative process, according to Ed Gaskell. This research shows that the director applies nine 
creative stages in pre-production, according to Ed Gaskell, namely Hatching your Plot, Writing the 
Screenplay, Genre Theme and Drama, Drawing on Ideas, Location, Setting Scene, Stars and Actors, 
Finding the Crew, and Research Production (Babalola, 2023). 

a. Hatching your Plot 

The Creative Process of Subuh (Miracle at Dawn) film started from the director's anxiety towards 
the phenomenon of religious tolerance. In the Hatching Your Plot stage, the director got this idea while 
conducting a community service programme in a village in Magelang, where most of the residents 
adhere to non-Muslim religions but dress like Muslims, wearing Muslim clothes, sarongs, and caps. 
Then, the director developed the basic idea based on notes of direct experience that he saw until he 
came up with a story idea about tolerance of diversity in the family, namely a Christian boy who 
converted to Islam. This became a problem because his father was a pastor (Martha et al., 2012). The 
director chose the subject of the boy and the father because he wanted to emphasise family issues. 
Even so, the director also inserted issues about religious tolerance in the family conflict. The pre-
production stage of the film Subuh (Miracle at Dawn) in the process of finding story ideas to the final 
draft took up to 2 months. This is because the most challenging period of this film is in the research 
stage. The director must learn more about other religions that he does not follow so that there is no 
misunderstanding in the delivery of the story. 

b. Writing the Screenplay 

In the Screenwriting stage, the basic idea that has been determined is written into a screenplay. In 
writing the script, the director goes through several stages, namely, writing a premise and logline, then 
developing it into a synopsis. The finished synopsis is then arranged scene by scene to become a story 
scenario. In writing the script for Subuh, the director only wrote a story scenario without presenting 
dialogue. The director wants to play with symbols and scenes that can explain the story's meaning 
without showing dialogue in the film. Subuh (Miracle at Dawn) uses facial expressions, scenes, and 
props to convey information to the audience. 

c. Genre Theme and Drama 

The genre of the film Subuh (Miracle at Dawn) is a fictional drama. The theme to be conveyed in 
this film is the theme of religious tolerance inserted through family drama and packaged with a 
minimal dialogue film concept. The reason for using the concept of minimal dialogue in this film is 
that the director wants to emphasize the conflict in the family between the child and the father. With 
this sensitive theme of religious tolerance, the director eliminates dialogue to avoid debates that will 
lead to which religion is right and wrong. 

d. Drawing on Ideas 

Storyboards are helpful to make it easier for artistic stylists, camera stylists, and lighting stylists 
with the help of sketch drawings to arrange properties and player movements before production. In 
translating ideas, Subuh (Miracle at Dawn) does not use storyboards in conceptualising the film's 
visual images. Instead, the film uses photoboards derived from photographs of scene designs during 
recce on set. 

e. Location 

Film production locations are very supportive in many ways, especially in strengthening the need 
for story ideas and calculating production costs. In the film, Subuh (Miracle at Dawn) only uses one 
location and only inside the house. The production location of this film is in Gedungkiwo village, 
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Yogyakarta City. This location was chosen because it fits the criteria the director wants. The director 
chose this place because he wanted a house with a semi-ancient style and a social status that was not 
too rich or poor. The supporting factor for choosing this location is also because the late husband of 
this house was Catholic while his wife was Muslim, so the house owner has an affinity with the story 
of this film. 

f. Setting Scene 

In this movie, the director wanted to show an old Christian house setting with a cold and calm 
atmosphere. Subuh (Miracle at Dawn) uses shot on location in its production process. That is, using 
properties already in the shooting location, and not much is changed to look as it is. There are only a 
few property additions to enhance the picture to make it look neater. Many of the original properties 
of the house can be used to produce this film because the husband of the house owner is Catholic. 
Only a few additional properties, such as iqro books, Al-Quran, fried eggs, etc., were used. 

g. Stars and Actors 

The film Subuh (Miracle at Dawn) uses actors with acting experience. The use of experienced 
actors can facilitate the director in the staging and shooting process. This film has two players, namely 
the father and son characters. The director chose Tri Sudarsono to play the father character because 
the director had seen a film played by Tri Sudarsono. In the film, Tri Sudarsono also played a character 
who did not talk much. Finally, the director decided to play the father character by Tri Sudarsono. As 
for the child character, the director chose his friend, Azaro Verdo Nuary, a theatre kid. The director 
also saw that Azaro Verdo Nuary's acting was excellent and suitable to play the child's character. 
Before the production day, the team also did a one-day reading to convey the director's vision and 
mission to the cast and build chemistry between the players (Morgan, 2021).  

h. Finding the Kru 

The production process of shooting Subuh (Miracle at Dawn) involved 13 people who were 
divided into various departments. In choosing the crew, the director decided to invite his friends whom 
he already knew and knew how to perform. Then, in the formation of the jobdesk, the director looks 
more at the crew's expertise and the jobdesk that is usually taken. 

i. Research Production 

Based on research written by Syatriadin entitled Religious Harmony in the Context of Interfaith 
Families, it explains that Harmony can also mean a process of becoming harmonious because 
previously there was disharmony, as well as the ability and willingness to live side by side and together 
in peace and tranquillity. The understanding of interfaith families is based on interfaith marriage and 
conversion (Student et al., 2021). This fact is essential for the director in writing the story. Research 
in the film Subuh (Miracle at Dawn) was conducted through observation and interviews. Interview 
data was obtained from the director's friends who adhere to the religion. In addition, the director also 
conducted interviews with religious leaders to ensure that the information he got was correct. The 
director also got information when checking the filming location because the owner of the house, who 
had the same religious differences, was the late husband of the owner of the house, who was Catholic. 
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Table 1.  Scheme of the research results of the creative process of the film director Subuh (Miracle 

at Dawn) in the pre-production stage 

 

4. Conclusion 

Based on the results of research examining the creative process of Achmad Rezi Fahlevie as a 
director in the creation of a minimal dialogue film entitled Subuh (Miracle at Dawn) using a 
qualitative descriptive approach. The creative process of planning the director's concept is carried 
out through 9 stages of the creative process in pre-production of a film, namely Hatching your Plot, 
Writing the Screenplay, Genre Theme and Drama, Drawing on Ideas, Location, Setting Scene, Stars 
and Actors, Finding the Crew, and Research Production. The stages of the pre-production creative 
process are applied to the film Subuh (Miracle at Dawn) with the theme of religious tolerance in the 
family so that in this study, it can be concluded that the initial stage of the story idea built by the 
director in the film Subuh (Miracle at Dawn) has the strength of the issues and conflicts conveyed 
using minimal dialogue films. Overall, the pre-production creative process carried out by the director 
is centred on a simple story idea, screenwriting in the form of scenes and symbols instead of dialogue, 
raising genres, themes and dramas with hot issues in society, photoboard in the form of scene design 
photos as a substitute for storyboards, location setting in Yogyakarta, setting in scenes that apply 
shots on location and utilize surrounding properties, selecting experienced actors, selecting film 
production crews from the director's friends who have expertise in their fields, and production 
research through observation and interviews with sources. 
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